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“Our mission is to bring meaningful energy reduction 
while improving comfort in people’s lives.”

- Dan Myers, Founder



Compatible with Flair Smart Vents

Flair Puck

The only fully wireless, universal connectivity 
solution for mini splits, window ACs, portables
and more.



It’s smart.

The Flair Puck is a temperature 
sensor. No more gathering 
temperature readings by the 
ceiling or window.

Pucks learn room temperature 
patterns and adjust for optimal 
comfort and efficiency. 



It’s intuitive.

7 Day Scheduling
allows automation on a 
room-by-room basis.

Auto Home/Away 
Geolocation determines 
homeowners location 
and adjusts the 
temperature and/or 
mode for maximum 
comfort and increased 
efficiency.



Complete control.

On unit accessibility.
Use the Flair app to control room 
temperature, or physically turn the 
Puck to adjust.
It’s the customers choice.

Need help with installation or have technical questions?
Our dedicated Pro Support Team is standing by to help.



Works with the best.

VOICE ASSISTANTS

Flair works with Alexa
and Hey Google.

SMART THERMOSTATS

Flair integrates with ecobee, 
Honeywell, Nest and more.



The Puck is compatible with 200+ 
brands of mini splits, PTACs, 
Window ACs and more.

Compatible with
200+ brands.

AND MORE!



Easy upsell.
Low cost and small in size.

Store in the truck and sell smart 
controls on every job.



AC Powered

Supplied
USB Cable and Adapter

Batteries

Supplied
AAA Batteries

Easy install.

Wireless and powered options make 
for a quick and hassle-free install.



Desktop management is perfect for front desks, 
remote management, and viewing analytics.

Use Flair’s app for step-by-step installation.

Access your customers home remotely via the shared access feature
- helping you avoid unnecessary truck rolls.

Use Flair’s mode lock feature to prevent customers from receiving error codes 
when trying to heat and cool at the same time

Supported by software.

Powerful and sophisticated software that’s easy to 
use is Flair’s secret sauce.



Hybridization & 
Integrated Controls
Flair’s solution allows homeowners to use ductless 
heat pumps for the majority of their heating needs 
while keeping their fossil fuel infrastructure as back 
up for extreme weather or grid strain.

Utility and Government Partners



How we stack up.

Flair
Puck

Airzone
Aidoo 

Mitsubishi
Kumo Cloud

Daikin
One

On-unit Temperature Sensing

In Room Control

Compatibility with all Manufacturers

Ecobee, Honeywell, Nest Integration

Wireless Installation Option
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“Our clients love being able to control 
their mini splits from their phone. Makes 
life that much easier.”

“An easy way to boost the efficiency of 
your HVAC system.”

“... a wise upgrade that will provide 
lasting benefits in terms of consistency 
and power efficiency.”

“... you’re essentially creating individually 
controlled heating and cooling systems 
in each room.”

What’s been said.
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